Training of polyp staging systems using mixed imaging modalities.
In medical image data sets, the number of images is usually quite small. The small number of training samples does not allow to properly train classifiers which leads to massive overfitting to the training data. In this work, we investigate whether increasing the number of training samples by merging datasets from different imaging modalities can be effectively applied to improve predictive performance. Further, we investigate if the extracted features from the employed image representations differ between different imaging modalities and if domain adaption helps to overcome these differences. We employ twelve feature extraction methods to differentiate between non-neoplastic and neoplastic lesions. Experiments are performed using four different classifier training strategies, each with a different combination of training data. The specifically designed setup for these experiments enables a fair comparison between the four training strategies. Combining high definition with high magnification training data and chromoscopic with non-chromoscopic training data partly improved the results. The usage of domain adaptation has only a small effect on the results compared to just using non-adapted training data. Merging datasets from different imaging modalities turned out to be partially beneficial for the case of combining high definition endoscopic data with high magnification endoscopic data and for combining chromoscopic with non-chromoscopic data. NBI and chromoendoscopy on the other hand are mostly too different with respect to the extracted features to combine images of these two modalities for classifier training.